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TODAY
There is no doubt that the metaverse in the near future will
complement our real world with new realistic impressions and new
emotions. It is imperative that these additions have at most a
positive impact on our lives, and do not distort the perception of the
real world.

Reality
Speaking about the near future, we understand that this integration
will not happen tomorrow, and there is still a lot of work to be done in
order for new AR & VR technologies to be fully adapted to current
circumstances and become available to a large number of users.
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POSSIBILITY
Our team of crypto enthusiasts has set itself the task of following the flow of
technological development and preparing the ground for the creation of
constructive layers of virtual spaces, in which in the future everyone can plunge
into the world of positivity, harmony and relaxation using all available
technologies of augmented reality. We set ourselves the task of creating a
number of rehabilitation and therapeutic layers where people can receive the
help of specialists and AI, and establishing private and public galleries with
tokinized good deeds will become the base layer.
FUTURE - SOLUTIONS INL NETWORK
✅ Make good deeds more valuable and more memorable
Very often our good deeds go unnoticed, or they are very quickly forgotten. The
value of good deeds is very much lost in the modern world, and our mission is
to increase their value and capture every deed in the form of NFT, in our
positive virtual space.
To implement this, we have developed an algorithm in which every positive
action that has a good effect on the lives of others will be rewarded with our INL
token. Thus, we will create a cycle of good deeds in our ecosystem with an
increasing tendency - the more good deeds, the higher the value of the INL
token, and the higher the value of the INL token, the higher the reward for
YOUR deeds.
✅ Exclusive Metaverse only with positives things and harmonization of the
mental state
We intend to enter into as many partnerships as possible, with specialists in
the field of innovative psychotherapy methods aimed at treating various
mental disorders, in order to integrate and develop on our platform a unique
rehabilitation center using augmented and virtual reality technologies. This
will allow our users to receive qualified help and, as a result, get rid of
generalized anxiety in relation to various areas of life (work, children,
relationships, physical and mental health, etc.)
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FUTURE - SOLUTIONS INL NETWORK
✅ Bring more good deeds to the future
We want to gather a community of virtues in which the action of each participant
will have a motivational effect for positive changes in everyone's life. In turn,
positive changes in the lives of community members will contribute to an
increase in the number of good deeds aimed at a constructive impact on our
future and the future of our children. Additional motivation will be the WORLD'S
BIGGEST public collection of tokenized good deeds. Also, a set of services on
the INL Network platform will help everyone to balance and harmonize their life
and direct it in a positive direction.

FUTURE - INL METAVERSE

We decided to divide the development of the metaverse In New Life into
seasons, and in each season to build sequentially layer by layer. The first
season will begin with the NFT Birth of the Metaverse, which will become the
key to access the first layer - the Hallway of Honor. The Hallway of Honor is
a tunnel in a virtual space, on the walls of which all NFTs of the first season
will be sequentially placed on both sides. NFTs in the first season will be
divided into cards of various rarities: Common, Rare, Ultra Rare, Legendary
In addition, in the Hallway of Honor there will be many doors with an
electronic locks, behind which private collections will be kept, and the key to
the doors is a unique NFTKEY of the author of the collection.

The first season of the first NFT dedicated to the creation of the Metaverse
will begin. First NFT will be released in a total of 2021. Also, this token will be
the key that opens access to the Hallway of Honor. During the first season,
10,000 NFT tokens will be minted. At the Final of the season, at the end of
the Hallway of Honor, a New Door will appear, which
will open a new layer and start a new season...
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ECOSYSTEM: BLOCKCHAIN XRPL
Utility Tokens
INL
INLNFTs
NFTs are based on the following documentation:
Wietse Wind 0014 XLS-14d proposal:
Non fungible tokens (indivisible NFT's) on the XRPL · Discussion #30 ·
XRPLF/XRPL-Standards
RambeauTeasebox proposal:
https://xrpchat.com/topic/36795-nfts-on-xrpl-how/page/2/
The issuer account of each NFT is blackholed, so the NFT cannot be issued
again and the information on the issuing account can't be tampered. The
domain field contains the metadata file IPFS CID which contains the NFT
information.
The link to visualize the NFT image it's inside the metadata file, you can
directly click the link to visualize

CURENCY
The INL Network Token will be the native currency using the Network to
settle transactions

VOTING
The platform will be run for the community and by the community.
INL Network Token will grand access to the network and give the rights to
take advantages of the network by voting and creating collections.
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NFT MARKET PLACE

NFTs collections
BUY/SELL
Bridge to the Metaverse InNewLife
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TOKENOMICS
Users 80%
NFTs collectioners
INL holders
Partners
Administrative 20%
Founders
Teams
Admins

Administrative 20%

Users 80%
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TEAM

We are a small team of crypto enthusiasts from
Ukraine, who saw huge potential in blockchain
technologies and non-fungible tokens (NFT)
We intend to use our expereince, knowledge, and
skills to bring other crypto enthusiasts to the XRPL
We are creating a community of virtues in order to
generate a virtual layer of the world in which harmony
and goodness will reign.
Our TG group - https://t.me/innewlife
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ROADMAP
Start
Create #INL Token
Site

inlmetaverse.online - INL Network Platform
nft.inlmetavertse.online - INL NFT Marketplace
Phase 1
Building community - 50 000 TL
Social networks:

Phase 2

Twitter
TG groups

Starting collecting NFTs
Deveopment Platform
Phase 3
Development NFT Marketplace
Phase 4
Development First
layer of Metaverse
Phase 5
Full testing's
Realeses
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RELEASES

Platform INL Network
NFT Market Place
INL Metaverse of 1 million good deeds
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IMPORTANT NOTES
This document is a marketing document and is not to constitute a
prospectus of any sort of a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way
pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy (or sell) any
investments in any jurisdiction and should not be construed as such.
The objective of this white paper is for informational purposes only and to
present INL Network (INL) to potential token holders.
INL is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and uncertainty.
The information below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant
and reasonable information in order to determine a thorough analysis of the
project and its future vision.
The information in this document does not constitute a recommendation by
any person to purchase INL. Certain statements contained in this document
may constitute forward-looking statements or speak for future events or
plans. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events to differ
materially
No reliance should be placed on any such forward-looking statements or
information.
As the INL network will strive to become an inclusive network in which
everyone can participate and collectively create value through the services
offered, the main aspiration will be to be open to everyone for whom the
clarity of local regulatory requirements allows participation.
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How to...

BUY INL
XUMM - https://xumm.app/
DEX - https://xumm.app/detect/xapp:xumm.dex?
issuer=rsARtxd6M1RBoGKwoGh4ujCQ9A6iDYEu4s&curr
ency=INL
USES CASES
Trade and HODL - INL
Rewards actions with tokens
Mint NFTs - tokenize your good deeds
Collections in INL Marketplace
Collections in INL Metaverse
HODL INL&NFTS

XUMM WALLETs
XRP Tangem Cards
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DONATE
The easiest way to support our endeavors is to
donate to our cause.
We will take a photo of your transaction, make an
NFT out of it, and send it to your personal collection.
Your donations will be stored in a public address and
used to scale the metaverse of good deeds.
Thank you for your support.

rJeTfvfk4xmcy796aBWXtTAgYnZcSeULmr
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